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“Grow Up America,” Says Sid Dinerstein in his New Book, Adults Only-

For People Who Love Their Country More Than Their Party

Adults Only arrives on the political scene at a time of uncertainty, in a maze of uninspired political rhetoric
with visions of clarity, purpose and solutions. Author, Sid Dinerstein outlines solutions for America as she faces her
greatest challenges in the 21st century. Adults Only reveals everything Presidential candidates should say, but won't.
“The biggest problem of politics in America is the blame game,” Dinerstein declares. “We’re too busy blaming
the other party to have enough time to devote to solving the problems facing us. It’s time we grow up and start acting
like adults.”
Dinerstein lays all partisan politics aside and offers practical solutions to the major issues confronting America
today. “America is not a spectator sport,” Dinerstein points out. “We can all do it together, but we have to first grow
up, change our attitude, and then change how we conduct politics.”
“With wit and the razor sharp analysis of a long time political insider, Sid Dinerstein provides the type of
astute insight few possess,” says Retired US Army Lt. Colonel Frances Rice, Chairman of the National Black
Republican Association. “This rare nonpartisan book is well worth the read and may, indeed, change our
country's political dynamics.”
Business Developer Jay Rosenberg says, “Sid sits at the adult table with Will Rogers and Warren Buffet.”
One of the problems Dinerstein addresses is the lack of young people registering to vote and getting politically
involved when they come of age. The enticing title of Dinerstein’s book is sure to catch many wandering eyes. Former
Commissioner of the New York City Department Of Youth And Community Development Dr. Jerry Cammarata
observes, “Hopefully the title of the book will entice our young people to slip out of their bedrooms one night, tip toe
down the stairs and take the book from their parents' book nook and run back to their room for real interesting reading.”
Adults Only is an extremely informative, highly entertaining, easy to read book with specific solutions for the
huge problems of governance facing America, including a balanced budget, term limits, healthcare and health
insurance, Social Security, education, crime, immigration, terrorism, energy, farm policy, voting patterns, and the
breakdown of the family.
Adults Only: For People Who Love Their Country More Than Their Party sells for $15 plus $6.75 shipping &
handling and is available at local bookstores, Amazon.com, through the website www.siddinerstein.com or by calling
1-888-281-5170. Special editions and bulk quantities of 100 or more can be arranged by contacting the publisher,
StarGroup International at (561) 547-0667.
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